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Heavy Fuel Oil and shipping in the Canadian Arctic

- HFO-fueled ships fell into 3 ship types: Bulk Carriers, General Cargo, 
Tankers

- HFO use is increasing. In 2018 HFO-fueled ships made up 50% of the 
kilometers travelled that year. 

- Mining plays a large role in contribuKng to the number HFO-fueled 
vessels in the Canadian ArcKc, this is expected to increase.

- Distance travelled by Bulk Carriers doubled since 2010
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Arctic Corridors and Northern Voices Project

• Arctic Corridors Northern Voices project led by Dr. Jackie Dawson and 
Dr. Natalie Carter

www.arcticcorridors.ca

• ACNV aim is to share the 
perspectives of Inuit on the 
impacts of shipping and climate 
changes to help inform policy 
decisions

http://www.arcticcorridors.ca/


METHODS: 14 partner communities
• 14 community workshops 

and interviews
• 2-3 day local youth training
• 2 day mapping workshops

(Dawson et al, 2021; Carter et al, 2021)





SHIPPING IMPACTS
(disturbing environment)
- Pollution
- Ice breaking
- Noise
- Wake 

DISTURBING HARVESTERS
- Affects travel
- Increases danger
- Increase in cost

DISTURBING ANIMALS
- Affects migration
- Can cause animals to flee
- Pollution affects health

IMPACTS TO INUIT COMMUNITIES
- Food Security
- Health and wellbeing           Livelihoods
- Economic security
- Culture

FINDINGS: Impacts to communities



“…dynamic shipping routes 
throughout Canada’s North 
where the necessary 
infrastructure, marine 
navigational support, and 
emergency response services 
could be provided to ensure 
safer marine navigation, while 
respecting the sensitive 
northern environment and its 
ecological and cultural 
significance” 

(House of Commons Report, 
68; underline our emphasis). 

Low Impact Shipping Corridors



Community-
Identified 

Recommendations

- Preferred corridors (8 communities)
- Revise corridors near protected areas
- Locate corridors further offshore to limit impact on wildlife and 

communities
- Area to avoid (10 communities)

- Avoid protected areas such as MPAs and Migratory Bird Sanctuaries
- Avoid sensitive areas important to communities and marine wildlife

- Restricted shipping seasonally (10 communities)
- No icebreaking year round
- No icebreaking during forming and break up phases
- Scares away animals and dangerous for hunters

- Modification of vessel operation (7 communities)
- Reduce noise and speed to limit impact on wildlife

- Charting needed (4 communities)
- Proposed areas where charting is needed



Conclusions

- Shipping is increasing throughout the Canadian Arctic
- Inuit and Northern communities have identified impacts and 

potentials risks that Arctic shipping is having and can have on their 
way of life:

- Environmental degradation
- Disruption to travel and safety
- Impacts to wildlife
- Impacts to security and Inuit sovereignty

- There is a need to listen to and work with Inuit when making any 
decisions regarding shipping policy.


